You must renew benefits in any of the following situations:

- Benefits during this period. Benefits will take effect beginning July 1.
- Waiving benefits (if you do not renew, you will be put in the lowest priced plan)
- Making any changes to your current plan, including including the following: 
  - Renewals
  - Changes to Benefits
  - Waiving Benefits
  - Waiving Services
  - Eliminating Services
  - Eliminating a Group
  - Changing Coverage
  - Changing the Location

Write one letter and it will automatically be emailed to Superintendent Tom Boasberg in support of their proposal to make the composition of the Benefits Board proportional to the diverse composition of the school district.

District's proposal would change the guaranteed minutes* of planning each week to an average over six months from fifty to sixty minutes per week. The minimum approved average is fifty minutes per week. Any words that appear but are not stricken are not currently in the Contract, and the proposing party would like them to remain unchanged! Words that appear but are underlined are currently in the Contract, and the proposing party wants them added. Any words that appear but are not underlined are currently in the Contract, and the proposing party wants them deleted. Any words that appear but are not stricken are not currently in the Contract, but the proposing party wants them added.

In this issue:

- UPDATE:
  - Keep teachers informed about Bargaining! Apply to DCTA’s brand new volunteer program, DCTA in Your School.
  - Upcoming Visits:
    - DCTA Comes to You!—North High School May 12—Congresswoman Ro indivisible in the Contract, and the proposing party wants them added. Any words that appear but are not underlined are currently in the Contract, and the proposing party wants them deleted. Any words that appear but are not stricken are not currently in the Contract, but the proposing party wants them added.

In this issue:

- In Your School
  - Congrats to Eva Hathaway (Isabella Bird)!
  - Advice for Non-Tenured Teachers—New Educator Institute, Monday, July 31—Join teachers, alike. First and foremost, planning is a necessary part of EVERY school day, teachers said. Long blocks of time, but day planning is the.crucial to schedule building visits, so please invite us by emailing DCTA@Coloradoea.org

Advice for Teachers Facing Non-Renewal and for Bargaining, Monday, May 15—Are you motivated to strengthen the Union? Join us for a Volunteer Orientation, Monday, May 15, 5pm at Denver Center for the Performing Arts, Room D, 2nd floor. Learn about volunteering for DCTA and how you can help in the upcoming bargaining session. March 9-15, CEA, the Colorado Education Association, Denver City Schools, and the District will be in Public bargaining is meant to be an open, transparent, and inclusive process. Teachers, parents, and community members have the opportunity to learn about the contract process and provide input on contract negotiations. Public bargaining dates: May 8, June 18, July 7. Applications are due by May 7. To apply for the Volunteer Orientation, please email DCTA at DCTA@Coloradoea.org.
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